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New Titan Clear iPod Case Pre-Order Begins
Published on 02/17/07
Titan Clear Multi-Function iPod Case from GizMac Accessories is Now Available for
Pre-Order
Torrance, CA – February 17, 2007 – GizMac Accessories, designer and manufacturer of
innovative products for the iPod, announce the pre-order of their new Titan Clear iPod
case starts today.
Known for the Titan line of iPod cases and accessories, GizMac is expanding their line
with the new Titan Clear iPod case. The tough polycarbonate iPod case for the second
generation Nano will protect the Apple iPod from scratches and other minor damage as well
as provide four ways to carry the iPod Nano.
With the Titan Clear, not only will the iPod Nano be protected, but the screen and click
wheel will also be protected. The Titan Clear case itself will protect the screen of the
Nano with tough, clear polycarbonate. For the click wheel, a thin film material included
with the Titan Clear will protect it from possible damage.
"Apple created a great looking and colorful new line of iPod Nanos," says Mark Kirtner,
Creative Director for GizMac Accessories, "so GizMac developed the Titan Clear iPod case
to protect, use and show off the design and colors of the new Nano at the same time."
GizMac continues their Titan product line motto of "Cause Everyone Wears Their iPod
Differently" with the Titan Clear. The included carabiner clip, armband, belt clip with
360-degree rotation and lanyard accessories provide a wide range of ways to wear the 2nd
generation iPod Nano.
Another feature of the Titan Clear iPod case is the flush mount of the Nano along the
bottom of the case. Not only does having the Nano line up with the lower part of the Titan
Clear case add to the appearance, it also allows for easy access to the bottom of the
Nano. With the Titan Clear case, charging and oversize earphone plugs are not an issue as
with other cases on the market.
The Titan Clear iPod case for the 2nd generation Nano can be pre-ordered now for $24.99 US
and will be available the last half of February. Additional information about GizMac and
current products can be found on their web site at http://www.gizmac.com.

About GizMac Accessories LLC
GizMac Accessories, LLC is headquartered in the United States, designs and manufactures
innovative "Gizmos for Your Lifestyle." The GizMac team is dedicated to providing
solutions and support for the iPod communities around the world.
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